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Abstract  
This study has done to evaluate the impactof working 
capitalmeasurement criteria on Economic Value Added at firms 
listedinTehran Stock Exchange. The population of this study are the 
companies that accepted at Tehran stock exchange since 2008. To 
gathering date were selected 430 companies as sample.The sampling 
method of this study isprobability-simple random sampling. In order to 
analyze the data, we used deductive and descriptive statistical methods. 
The results K-S Test shows the test distribution is Normal. So we can use 
Pearson Correlation to test the hypothesis of the research. In order to 
determine the relationship between the variables of the study, the SPSS 
tool has been used.The findings show that the working capital has 
correlation with Economic Value Added at firms listedinTehran Stock 
Exchange. Also, there is relationship between Creditors Payment period 
and EVA, Inventory turnover and EVA, Receipt of Receivables period 
and EVA and Creditors Payment period and EVA. Also, Findings show 
that there is not relationship between Inventory turnover and EVA at 
firms listedinTehran StockExchange. 
Keywords: working capital,Economic Value Added, Tehran Stock 
Exchange 

 
INTRODUCTION  
Cash is the lifeline of a company. If this lifeline deteriorates, so does the company's ability to 
fund operations, reinvest and meet capital requirements and payments. Understanding a 
company's cash flow health is essential to making investment decisions. A good way to judge a 
company's cash flow prospects is to look at its working capital management (McClure, 
2010).Working capital of a company is one of the most important measures in any financial 
statement that is also easy to calculate. It is a reflection of the current financial condition of a 
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company that enables investors to know about the health (financial) of a company. However, 
there are two terms called gross working capital and net working capital that are also used 
commonly. People remain confused between these two as they cannot differentiate between 
them. This article will threadbare these two concepts to remove any doubts from those who are 
interested in the health of a company (Olivia, 2011). 
Every business needs investment to procure fixed assets, which remain in use for a longer period. 
Money invested in these assets is called ‘Long term Funds’ or ‘Fixed Capital’. Business also 
needs funds for short-term purposes to finance current operations. Investment in short term assets 
like cash, inventories, debtors etc., is called ‘Short-term Funds’ or ‘Working Capital’. The 
‘Working Capital’ can be categorized, as funds needed for carrying out day-to-day operations of 
the business smoothly. The management of the working capital is equally important as the 
management of long-term financial investment (Alan Hill,2013a). Working capital (abbreviated 
WC) is a financial metric which represents operating liquidity available to a business, 
organization or other entity, including governmental entity. Along with fixed assets such as plant 
and equipment, working capital is considered a part of operating capital. Gross working capital 
equals to current assets. Net working capital (NWC) is calculated as current assets minus current 
liabilities (Olivia, 2011). Working capital performance provides critical insight into the state of a 
company’s financial position (Bellavance, 2013). According to Weston and Brigham (1997) 
Working capital refers to a firm’s investment in short-term assets – cash, short-term securities, accounts 
receivable and inventories. 
Every running business needs working capital. Even a business which isfully equipped with all 
types of fixed assets required is bound to collapsewithout (a) adequate supply of raw materials 
for processing; (b) cash to payfor wages, power and other costs; (c) creating a stock of finished 
goods tofeed the market demand regularly; and, (d) the ability to grant credit to itscustomers. All 
these require working capital. Working capital is thus like thelifeblood of a business. The 
business will not be able to carry on day-to-dayactivities without the availability of adequate 
working capital: Working capital cycle involves conversions and rotation of various 
constituents/components of the working capital. Initially ‘cash’ is converted intoraw 
materials(Alan Hill,2013b). 
Working capital is the capital which is needed to meet the day-to-day transaction of the business 
concern. It may cross working capital and net working capital. Normally working capital consists 
of various compositions of current assets such as inventories, bills, receivable, debtors, cash, and 
bank balance and prepaid expenses. According to the definition of Bonneville (2004), “any 
acquisition of funds which increases the current assets increase the Working Capital also for they 
are one and the same”. Subsequently, with the usage of fixed assets resulting in value additions, 
theraw materials get converted into work in process and then into finished goods.When sold on 
credit, the finished goods assume the form of debtors who givethe business cash on due date. 
Thus ‘cash’ assumes its original form again atthe end of one such working capital cycle but in 
the course it passes throughvarious other forms of current assets too. This is how various 
components ofcurrent assets keep on changing their forms due to value addition. As a result,they 
rotate and business operations continue. Thus, the working capital cycleinvolves rotation of 
various constituents of the working capital (Paramaslvan and Subramanian, 2008). 
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Fig.1: working capital cycle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
While managing the working capital, two characteristics of current assetsshould be kept in mind 
viz. (a) short life span, and (b) swift transformationinto other form of current asset. Each 
constituent of current asset has comparatively very short life span. Investment remains in a 
particular form of current asset for a short period. The life span of current assets depends upon 
thetime required in the activities of procurement; production, sales and collection and degree of 
synchronization among them. 
The importance of working capital cannot be over-emphasized. For instance, surveys indicate 
that the largest portion of a financial manager’s time is devoted to the day-to-day internal 
operations of the firm, which can appropriately be included under the heading of working capital 
management. Fox and Limmack (1998) opined that current assets represent more than half the 
total assets of a business firm and this investment tends to be relatively volatile and thus current 
assets of firms need careful attention. 
Despite the relatively recent adoption of EVA as an internal and external financial performance 
measure, its conceptual underpinnings derive from a well-established microeconomic literature 
regarding the link between firm earnings and wealth creation (Bell, 1998). For much of this 
history, at least since Alfred Marshall’s Principles of Economics, the focus of analysis has been 
on adjustments to accounting earnings to reflect the opportunity cost of capital, primarily 
because the unadjusted measure can be a misleading indicator of performance in both theory and 
practice (Worthington and West, 2001).  
In other hand, Economic Value Added (EVA), is an estimate of a firm's economic profit – being 
the value created in excess of the required return of the company's investors (being shareholders 
and debt holders). Quite simply, EVA is the profit earned by the firm less the cost of financing 
the firm's capital. The idea is that value is created when the return on the firm's economic capital 
employed is greater than the cost of that capital. This amount can be determined by making 
adjustments to GAAP accounting. There are potentially over 160 adjustments that could be made 
but in practice only five or seven key ones are made, depending on the company and the industry 
it competes in (De Villiers, 1997). 
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The definition of EVA highlights the three basic inputs needed for its computation — the 
return on capital earned on investments, the cost of capital for those investments and the 
capital invested in them (Geyser & Liebenberg, 2003). The formula for determining EVA 
is: 

 
Although only a few adjustments are discussed, the process that Stern Stewart’s EVA 
calculations employ has obvious intuitive appeal. Nevertheless, Young (1999) argues that many 
of these adjustments are of little importance at the company level, and some may be difficult, if 
not impossible, to replicate at the security analyst level. Further, in the corporate environment the 
adjustments may be costly and not easily understood. Chen and Dodd (1997, p. 331), for 
example, argue that a firm could “...implement performance measures based on [the 
computationally simpler] residual income which will likely provide them with most of the 
practical benefits promised by an EVA system’. Also because of the current disclosure 
regulations, financial analysts may find calculating GAAP prohibitive, subjective, and it may 
also reduce the ability to accurately compare the performance of corporations. One last limitation 
of EVA is that is still based on accounting figures, irrespective of the GAAP-related adjustments.  
This paper has done to find an answer to this main question “what are impactof working 
capitalmeasurement criteria on Economic Value Added at firms listedinTehran Stock 
Exchange?”  
 
METHOD  
The population of this study are the companies that accepted at Tehran stock exchange since 
2008 and had this characteristics: 

- At least 5 years from the last activity on the stock exchange. 
- It is member of TSE now. 
- The composition of their board has not changes in the last three years 
- The companies did not have a trading halt during the years 2008 to 2012. 
- Fiscal year is end March 19. 

So, with considering this situation, 71 companies were selected as sample.The sampling method 
of this study isprobability-simple random sampling. Table 1 shows the sample characteristics: 
Table 1: the sample characteristics 

Samplingprocedures Number of 
Company 

Accepted companies in Tehran stock exchange till 2012 478 
Fiscal year is not 19st March. 87 
Financial intermediation and insurance companies 38 
Companies that were operating over a four-month hiatus 132 
Companies thattheir informationis not availableorhave been 
removedfrom thestock exchange 

138 

The remainingfirmsin thesample 71 
In order to analyze the data, we used deductive and descriptive statistical methods. The results 
K-S Test shows the test distribution isNormal. So we can use Pearson Correlation to test the 
hypothesis of the research. In order to determine the relationship between the variables of the 
study, the SPSStool has been used. 
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Also, to evaluate the Economic Value Added has used following formula: 
EVA=Nopat - Capital Cost   
EVA=( Nopat ) – ( Cost of Capital ) × Capital employed   

 
RESULTS  

A) Deductive Results  
Table 2 to shows the Deductive Results of variables of this research. 

 
EVA 

Cash 
Conversion

Cycle 

Working 
Capital 

Inventorytur
nover 

 

Receipt of 
Receivable

s period 

Creditors 
Paymentpe

riod 
Number 432 430 430 430 430 430 
Average 305487.17 163449.33 .3690 6.6465 190.7708 525.2261 

Average error 
rate 

53393.119
30 

34416.278
71 .02622 .40909 15.62250 72.65420 

Median 67492.735 54784.500 .2148 4.8600 126.6584 217.6424 
Mod .00 105.00a .00 .00 73.00a 317.94a 

Standard 
deviation 1109755.1 713671.14 .54378 8.48299 323.95508 1506.5895 

Variance 1.232E12 5.093E11 .296 71.961 104946.89
2 

2269812.0
94 

skewness 5.567 4.273 3.602 7.029 7.425 7.978 
Coefficient 

ofskewnesserr
or 

.117 .118 .118 .118 .118 .118 

Elongation 41.123 27.192 19.997 66.369 62.394 72.897 
Elongationerro

r .234 .235 .235 .235 .235 .235 

Extent of the 
variation 

14197929.
80 

8111351.0
0 5.53 98.15 3423.00 16918.31 

Minimum -3740607.6 -2353380.0 -.35 .00 3.00 .95 
Maximum 10457322. 5757971.0 5.18 98.15 3426.00 16919.26 

 
B) Hypotheses Results 

In this paper we have one main hypotheses and four sub-hypotheses. The statistical way of 
analysis of hypotheses is two ways, H1 is acceptance of hypothesis and H0 is rejecting of 
hypothesis. In other words, it means that H1 has positive meaning and H0 has no meaning. 

- H1: The working capital has correlation with Economic Value Addedat firms 
listedinTehran Stock Exchange. 

- H0: The working capital has not correlation with Economic Value Added at firms 
listedinTehran Stock Exchange. 

Table 3 shows that correlation analysis has been done in order to determine the relationship 
between working capital as independent variable and Economic Value Added and Economic 
Value Added as dependent variable . 
Table3, correlation coefficients between the independent and dependent variables 

 EVA workin
g 

capital 

Cash 
Conversi
onCycle 

Inventor
y 

turnover 

Receipt 
of 

Receiva
bles 

period 

Creditor
s 

Paymen
t period 

 EVA r 1.000 .213 .233 .027 -.165 -.263 
Sig. (2-tailed) . .000 .000 .572 .001 .000 
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N 432 430 430 430 430 430 
working 
capital 

r .213 1.000 .142** -.266** .230** -.127** 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 . .003 .000 .000 .008 
N 430 430 430 430 430 430 

Cash 
ConversionC

ycle 

r .233 .142** 1.000 -.103* -.367** -.658** 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .003 . .033 .000 .000 
N 430 430 430 430 430 430 

Inventory 
turnover 

r .027 -.266** -.103* 1.000 -.089 .078 
Sig. (2-tailed) .572 .000 .033 . .066 .106 
N 430 430 430 430 430 430 

Receipt of 
Receivables 

period 

r -.165 .230** -.367 -.089 1.000 .734 
Sig. (2-tailed) .001 .000 .000 .066 . .000 
N 430 430 430 430 430 430 

Creditors 
Payment 
period 

r -.263 -.127** -.658 .078 .734 1.000 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .008 .000 .106 .000 . 
N 430 430 430 430 430 430 

The results show that correlation coalification of working capital and EVAwas 0.213 in p-value 
of 0.05 it means that we can confirm H1 and shows the relationship between independent and 
dependent variables,the correlation of Creditors Payment periodand EVAwas 0.233in p-value of 
0.05 it means that we can confirm H1, thecorrelation ofInventory turnover and EVA was 0.027in 
p-value of 0.05 it means that we can confirm H0,the correlation of Receipt of Receivables period 
and EVA was -0.165 in p-value of 0.05 it means that we can confirm H1 and the correlation of 
Creditors Payment period and EVA was -0.263 in p-value of 0.05 it means that we can confirm 
H1. 
The findings show that the working capital has correlation with Economic Value Added at firms 
listedinTehran Stock Exchange. Also, there is relationship between Creditors Payment period 
and EVA, Inventory turnover and EVA, Receipt of Receivables period and EVA and Creditors 
Payment period and EVA. Also, Findings show that there is not relationship between Inventory 
turnover and EVAat firms listedinTehran Stock 
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